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“It is this Schumann that Baglini offers: visceral and immediate, with nothing impoverished
or incomplete about it. His formidable artistry conveys a full-bodied Schumann, head and
shoulders above many of the Schumann recordings heard recently.  Baglini’s incredible
facility and fluid phrasing are well suited to the technical and expressive complexity of
Schumann’s pieces.  […] Carnaval is  the high point of the recording and it  demonstrates
Baglini’s  impressive command and sensitivity.  His  range of  colors is  astounding,  and I
found his subtleties of tone and nuance in the slow sections especially breathtaking. […]
Baglini does justice to Schumann’s poetic richness with this compelling recording. The
acoustics are beautiful, with an impressive dynamic range.”
Sang Woo Kang, American Record Guide, March-April 2013

"The sure piano disposition and the natural  elegance of  the musical  eloquence allow
Baglini to highlight especially the most sentimentally shown moments, the moods, even if
the fragments of the Schumannian style, which suddenly and rapidly change in character,
almost self-annihilating, are deeply integrated into the musical discourse to which they
confer compactness and unity, more than equipment of symbologies linked to existential
events which are too often resorted to."
Gian Paolo Minardi, Gazzetta di Parma, February 2013

“The Pisan Baglini is one of the most interesting Italian pianist. Here he immerses himself
with poetry and delicacy in the pages composed by Schumann […]”
Nicoletta Locatelli, D-Repubblica, February 2013

“Innovative work, absolute poetry, which Maurizio Baglini interprets with love.”
Renzo Allegri, Chi, February 2013

“This is an unforgettable Schumann.”
Fabrizio Carpine, CdClassico, February 2013

“Schumann  finds  in  Baglini  a  sensitive  and  brilliant  interpreter,  who  with  energy  and
vivacity outlines his cultured, poetic and sometimes fleeing world […]”
Claudia Abbiati, Amadeus, February 2013

 



“Maurizio Baglini at the piano explores the amazing world of Robert Schumann through
his timeless Carnaval, but adding rarely heard gems that allow us to broaden the horizons
and reach the Danube. Of rare charm.”
Giancarlo Angeleri, Varese Mese, December 2012

“The Pisan pianist reverses in turn the most common clichés, restoring with freshness the
explosive charge and the poetry of the Schumannian scores."
Luca Ciammarughi, Milano Finanza, November 2012

“And Baglini, rather than on the surface of the pearly mantle of iridescence that surrounds
the  narrative  profile,  pushes  the  investigation  away  from  easy  seductions,  into  the
abysses of this restless and encrypted music.”
Elide Bergamaschi, Il Cittadino, November 2012


